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Why was Russia expelled from the
G8 in 2014?
A. Its poor economic performance
B. Its violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity
C. Its human rights violations
D. Its lack of commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions

Show Answer…
The correct answer is B) Its violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and
territorial integrity.

Why was Russia expelled from G8(Now G7)?
Russia was expelled from the G8 in 2014, following its annexation of Crimea from
Ukraine. The G7 (the other seven members of the G8) condemned Russia’s
actions as a violation of Ukraine’s sovereignty and territorial integrity and
suspended Russia’s participation in the G8 as a result. The G7 also imposed
economic sanctions on Russia and called on it to respect Ukraine’s sovereignty.
The annexation of Crimea was widely seen as a violation of international law, as
well as a threat to the stability and security of the region. The G7 member
countries also criticised Russia for supporting separatist rebel groups fighting in
Eastern Ukraine.

Russia continues to deny the accusation, instead, it argues that it had to act in
that way to protect the ethnic Russian population from violence and
discrimination, but the international community regard this annexation as a land
grab, as well as a violation of fundamental principles of the international order
such as respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty of nation-states.

What is G8, or Group of Eight?
The G8, or Group of Eight, is a forum for the governments of eight of the world’s
largest advanced economies, including the United States, Canada, the United
Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, and Japan. The G7 was established in 1975, but
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Russia was expelled from the group in 2014. Since then, the G7 hold an annual
summit meeting to discuss and coordinate policies on a wide range of
international issues.

Members Of The G8

There are Seven (7) members states in G7, old name G8, in 2023. These members
can be remembered with a simple trick
� Trick to Remember G7 Countries

” _Juice with GF_”

J-JAPAN ��
U- USA ��
I- ITALY ��
C- CANADA �
E- ENGLAND �������������
G- GERMANY ��
F- FRANCE ��

Consider linking to these articles:

How many members of the Arab League are also part of the OIC?
How many members are there in Arab League?
How many members are there in US Senate?
How many members are there in Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC)?
United Kingdom (UK) left the European Union (EU) on which
date?
How many countries are members of the European Union (EU)?
When Prime Minister Imran Khan visited Russia for the
construction of a multi-billion-dollar gas pipeline?
Which of the following countries is NOT the member of BRICS?

KGB is the secret agency of?
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NOTICE: Please note that these Current affairs MCQs are dynamic in
nature, therefore, facts and figures can be changed at any moment. So, it
is a humble request if there is a need for an update. Please, comment in

the box below �
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